Accommodations:
Office and work rooms
Filing cabinet

No matter what size of mountains of paper used to lie in here,
you can now put in whatever you want. Filing cabinets are
undecorated things, but they are at least rather cheap.

s.a. 35 $
up to 150 $

Bureau

A filling cabinet or bookcase with integrated space for writing. s.a. 300 $
Fashionable and discreet, it’s the ideal accessory for the stylish
bureaucrat.
up to 900 $

Wooden desk
(small)

A small, wooden, desk with maybe one or two trays and by far
not large enough for a chunky pre war computer.

s.a. 300 $
up to 800 $

Wooden desk
(large)

A substantially larger desk, with a giant writing space, trays for s.a. 650 $
file folders and several drawers. The really big ones are large
enough to integrate pre war computer consoles.*
up to 1000
$

Metal desk
(small)

A small, spartan desk as one could find them in many an office s.a. 400 $
before the War. In fact, many such desks are still survivors of
the Great War.
up to 900 $

Metal desk
(large)

A very big desk made of metal. Maybe a Vault-Tex model or
s.a. 750 $
one used by the military. You immediately feel more important
sitting behind it.
up to 1200
$

Small drawers

A small box with two drawers inside. Meant to give a desk a bit s.a. 50 $
more storage space, at the cost of writing space. Made from
various materials.
up to 250 $

Shutter cabinet

A small case with rollers attached and (usually) several
s.a. 100 $
drawers. Often secured with a lock, a shutter cabinet is the ideal
tool for keeping order in an office.
up to 300 $
*Prices are without computers. Computers are that rare – and the price dependent on the make and
model – that they are rarely shipped out immediately with a desk.

